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The central historical problem that Robert B.

of a policy of “engagement” of the “nonaligned

Rakove sets out to solve in Kennedy, Johnson, and

world.” The subsequent souring of relations was a

the Nonaligned World is how to explain the re‐

consequence of the abandonment of that ap‐

markable transformation in the relationship be‐

proach

tween the United States and much of the postcolo‐

Rakove’s argument is the distinction between

nial world over the course of the 1960s. The assas‐

Kennedy’s approach to states in the Third World

sination of John F. Kennedy in 1963 was met with

that were “aligned” in the Cold War and those that

genuine grief in many postcolonial states, reflect‐

were

ing the positive and hopeful light in which the

characterizations of Kennedy’s policy toward the

United States under Kennedy had been widely

Third World as aggressive and interventionist

viewed. And yet by the second half of the decade,

have failed to appreciate the significance of this

the United States “had come to be seen not as an

distinction, Rakove suggests. In the cases of states

ally to Third World aspirations but as a malevo‐

that the U.S. government perceived to be already

lent foe. Polarizing accusatory rhetoric unusual in

aligned with the West, especially in Latin America

the early 1960s became unremarkable by the

and Southeast Asia, the Kennedy administration

decade’s end, emerging as a lasting feature of

was intolerant of changes that might endanger

world politics, a recognizable precursor to con‐

that alignment, and pursued forceful interven‐

temporary denunciations of the United States” (p.

tionist policies—including sponsoring coups and

xviii).

other forms of covert action—to avert that possi‐

This shift, Rakove argues, was a consequence
of changes in U.S. government policy. Positive per‐
ceptions of the United States in the early 1960s re‐
sulted from the Kennedy administration’s pursuit

under

Lyndon

“non-aligned.”

Johnson.

Common

Central

to

historiographic

bility. But with regard to non-aligned states,
Kennedy pursued “an ambitious program of out‐
reach” that, though the administration never gave
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it an official name, Rakove characterizes as a poli‐

the transition from Kennedy to Johnson played a

cy of “engagement” (pp. xx-xxi).[1]

primary role in driving events?”—Rakove an‐
swers with a resounding affirmative: “the failure

Engagement, Rakove argues, had three pil‐

of engagement came as a direct consequence of

lars. First, Kennedy was an avid and adept practi‐

the transition between Kennedy and Johnson”

tioner of presidential diplomacy: he met personal‐

(pp. 256-257). Johnson, Rakove argues, lacked

ly with the leaders of many non-aligned states

Kennedy’s “interest in the third world and his

during his short period in office, and in many cas‐

comprehension of nonalignment” (p. xxv). LBJ’s

es succeeded in developing a friendly rapport.

background as a leading legislator left him with

Secondly, the Kennedy administration significant‐

little patience for those who refused to choose

ly expanded aid to non-aligned states, which—it

sides and with a preference for rewarding loyal

claimed publicly at least—was offered without po‐

allies, predispositions that were further en‐

litical strings. Thirdly, the Kennedy administra‐

trenched in the context of the war in Vietnam.

tion made adjustments to U.S. foreign policy, espe‐

Thus, though several non-aligned leaders ex‐

cially on conflicts involving colonial powers, in

pressed hopes of meeting Kennedy’s successor,

order to improve U.S. standing among non-

Johnson showed little interest in establishing per‐

aligned states. Drawing primarily on extensive re‐

sonal relationships with them, tending to treat

search in the Kennedy and Johnson presidential

meetings instead “as a kind of diplomatic curren‐

libraries and in the records of the Department of

cy, to be tendered to friends and withheld from

State at the U.S. National Archives, Rakove weaves

uncooperative states” (p. 218). The Johnson ad‐

together analyses of American policy toward a

ministration used aid similarly, granting it with

range of early 1960s conflicts across Africa and

“increasingly overt strings” attached (p. 177).

Asia. Some, such as the Congo crisis, are already
the subjects of substantial scholarly literatures;

The great strength of Kennedy, Johnson, and

others, like the West New Guinea conflict, are

the Nonaligned World is in its analysis of decision

probably only familiar to regional specialists. In

making within the executive branch of the U.S.

the latter case, for instance, Rakove convincingly

government. Rakove devotes a full chapter to ana‐

argues that the Kennedy administration was pre‐

lyzing the “outlooks and personalities” of policy‐

pared to go “surprisingly far” in challenging an

makers within the Kennedy and Johnson adminis‐

ally, the Netherlands, on behalf of a leading non-

trations. Leading members of the two administra‐

aligned state, Indonesia (pp. 112).

tions responsible for the day-to-day management
of U.S. relations with non-aligned states are cate‐

How, then, do we explain the ultimate failure

gorized as “liberals” (such as Kennedy’s first un‐

of the policy of engagement? In terms of the

dersecretary of state Chester Bowles and assistant

perennial “level of analysis problem” for students

secretary of state for Africa G. Mennen Williams),

of foreign policy, Rakove positions his study of en‐

who advocated engaging non-aligned states out of

gagement and its ultimate failure at the level of

a sense of American mission; “pragmatists”

executive decision making. As discussed below,

(above all, Robert Komer of the National Security

this does mean that he pays less attention to two

Council Staff), who promoted such engagement—

other levels also of significance to the historical

especially with the largest and most powerful

problem that he sets out to solve: American do‐

non-aligned states, such as Egypt, India, and In‐

mestic politics and the international environment.

donesia—as a geopolitical necessity in the context

To his own question—“was this a case where

of the changing balance of power; and “skeptics”

individuals mattered, wherein the changing bal‐

(primarily the secretary of state Dean Rusk and

ance of influence within the executive branch and

Bowles’s successor as undersecretary of state
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George Ball), who saw fewer advantages to en‐

should be focused on changing attitudes in the ex‐

gagement with the non-aligned and were wary of

ecutive branch.

the potential damage to American relations with

At times, however, Kennedy clearly did buck‐

established allies. The pursuit of engagement,

le before congressional or public opposition to his

Rakove argues, depended on the shifting balance

pursuit of engagement. Despite Kennedy’s com‐

of power of these groups within the executive

mitment to personal diplomacy with non-aligned

branch, as well as on the personality and prefer‐

leaders, for instance, Rakove notes that the reason

ences of the two presidents. The significance of

that he never met Gamal Nasser of Egypt (one of

Johnson’s succession of Kennedy to U.S. relations

non-alignment’s “Big Three” along with Josip Broz

with non-aligned states was thus not only that

Tito of Yugoslavia and Jawaharlal Nehru of India)

LBJ’s own inclinations predisposed him against

was that the domestic political costs were judged

the pillars of Kennedy’s engagement policy, but

to be too high (pp. 85, 153). But Rakove’s focus on

also that Johnson’s closeness to Rusk shifted the

executive decision makers means that American

balance of influence within the administration to‐

public conceptions of non-alignment and its rela‐

ward the “skeptics” of engagement.

tionship to the Cold War, or of particular non-

Kennedy, Johnson, and the Nonaligned World

aligned states or leaders such as Nasser, receive

convincingly synthesizes into an overarching in‐

only cursory attention. How those conceptions did

terpretation the differences in Kennedy’s and

or did not change over time, and which specific

Johnson’s

frequently

events, individuals, media, or propaganda opera‐

emerged from bilateral studies of U.S. relations

approaches

that

have

tions played particularly significant roles in shap‐

with particular states.[2] Nevertheless, Rakove’s

ing American public opinion on non-aligned

focus on the level of executive decision making

states remain topics for further research. Rakove

means that at least two other levels of analysis re‐

does devote a full chapter to the question of for‐

ceive less attention in his explanation of the fail‐

eign aid to non-aligned states and the intense bat‐

ure of engagement. The first is the level of domes‐

tles with Congress that this engendered. But the

tic politics.[3] Rakove concludes his introduction

outlooks, personalities, and interests of the lead‐

with the observation that “engagement came un‐

ing Democratic senators who participated in the

done because it was fundamentally incompatible

congressional assault on aid to non-aligned states,

with long-standing popular views” of the Cold

such as Ernest Gruening, William Proxmire, and

War, but, surprisingly, he does not pursue this in‐

Stuart Symington (each of whom left extensive

sight further (p. xxviii). This relative lack of analy‐

personal papers now open to researchers), never

sis of public and congressional opposition to en‐

receive the same sustained analysis devoted to de‐

gagement is presumably justified for Rakove on

cision makers in the executive branch.

the grounds that Kennedy was more willing than

The second level of analysis that is relatively

Johnson to pursue engagement despite the domes‐

neglected in Rakove’s account is that of the inter‐

tic political costs. (Rakove points out that both

national environment in which American policy

Kennedy’s last press conference and the remarks

toward “the nonaligned world” was being formu‐

he planned to give in Dallas on November 22,

lated. At the outset, Rakove explains his focus on

1963, included extended defenses of foreign aid

“the American side of the story”: “It is my belief

against congressional attacks.) In this reading,

that sustained attention to the personalities,

since domestic politics only influenced policy to

views, and debates of these two administrations is

the extent that the executive branch was pre‐

needed to understand the profound shifts in U.S.-

pared to allow it to do so, analytical attention

nonaligned relations over the course of the 1960s.
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In key ways, the challenges presented by non‐

cline of relations between the United States and

aligned states in 1965 were not substantially dif‐

the non-aligned through American eyes and

ferent in character from what they had been in

based almost entirely on American sources.[6] (In‐

the 1950s. What had changed over the preceding

deed, Rakove’s prose often reflects the perspective

years were the ways in which they were per‐

of the American policymakers who are the main

ceived within the White House” (pp. xxvi-xxvii,

protagonists in his account: the rapid spread of

emphasis added).[4] Rakove’s substantive chap‐

unfavorable perceptions of the United States is

ters offer a considerably more nuanced account

“dismaying,” a speech by Kwame Nkrumah of

than this and some of the other similarly stark

Ghana is “unsatisfactory,” conflicts in Africa are

claims in the introduction and conclusion might

“baffling,” the United States and its allies consti‐

suggest. In particular, Rakove devotes consider‐

tute the “free” world, and so on [pp. xviii, 140,

able attention to how the emergence or escalation

144, 172].) As with the American congressional op‐

after 1962 of “regional conflicts” (that is, conflicts

ponents of engagement, for example, the out‐

between postcolonial states, as distinct from

looks, personalities, and interests of non-aligned

“colonial conflicts” involving one or more colonial

leaders, such as Nasser, Nehru, Tito, Nkrumah,

powers) contributed to the deterioration of rela‐

and Sukarno of Indonesia, never receive the sus‐

tions between the United States and the non-

tained analysis devoted to policymakers in the

aligned. Regional conflicts that pitted leading non-

White House and the State Department. How did

aligned states against American allies, such those

decision makers and other constituencies in non-

between Ghana and African states including Nige‐

aligned states perceive the United States and its

ria and Cote d’Ivoire, between Indonesia and

engagement policy in the era of Kennedy and

Malaysia, between Egypt and Saudi Arabia in

Johnson? To what extent were their attitudes and

Yemen, and between India and Pakistan, ultimate‐

approaches toward the United States shaped by

ly “added an insupportable burden to U.S.-non‐

factors other than shifts in American policy?

aligned relations,” as U.S. support for American

To take the example of just one leading non-

allies strengthened the image of the United States

aligned state, Rakove acknowledges that “the

in non-aligned states as a “friend of reaction and

forces that doomed Washington’s [engagement]

neocolonialism” (p. 136). Even in these cases,

policy toward Ghana had been set in motion long

however, Rakove links this development back to

before Johnson took office,” though the implica‐

the transition from Kennedy to Johnson, arguing

tions of this idea for the book’s overarching argu‐

that though regional conflicts seriously strained

ment are not explored further (p. 144). W. Scott

U.S.-non-aligned relations in the final year of

Thompson’s unsurpassed 1969 study, Ghana’s For‐

Kennedy’s life, the critical damage occurred after

eign Policy, 1957-1966: Diplomacy, Ideology, and

Johnson’s succession and the American “shift

the New State, provides considerable further evi‐

back toward allies” as a consequence of Johnson’s

dence for this perspective, however. Like Rakove,

very different approach to diplomacy (p. 173).

Thompson emphasizes the “emotional warmth”

Rakove is surely correct in characterizing

with which Nkrumah viewed Kennedy and the

U.S.-non-aligned relations after 1962 as being

role that this played in slowing Ghana’s alienation

caught in a “vicious cycle of mutual alienation,”

from the United States. But many of the factors

but his focus on the “American side” of that cycle

Thompson identifies in his explanation of Ghana’s

leaves his argument that “the failure of engage‐

progressive turn after 1960 away from the West

ment came as a direct consequence of the transi‐

and toward the Soviet Union and of Nkrumah’s in‐

tion between Kennedy and Johnson” difficult to

creasing identification of the United States as a

assess.[5] Rakove tells the story of the rise and de‐

neocolonial force have little to do with who hap‐
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pened to occupy the Oval Office. Those factors in‐

turn” to focus on movements, projects, and net‐

clude the growing bureaucratic strength among

works that operated outside or beyond the bound‐

Nkrumah’s advisers of the “radical wing” of the

aries of individual nation-states, historians are

ruling Convention People’s Party (CPP), the failure

now just beginning to rediscover the significance

of Nkrumah’s plans to achieve a United States of

of the non-aligned and Afro-Asian movements in

Africa and the role that more conservative newly

postwar international history.[9] Rakove explicitly

independent African states played in this, the

disavows the task of “chronicling the evolution of

greater openness of the Soviet Union to radical

[the] vast diverse grouping” of states that came to

“bourgeois nationalist” regimes in the postcolo‐

be known as the non-aligned movement. Never‐

nial world in the early 1960s, the assassination at‐

theless, his “(tentative) examination of non‐

tempts against Nkrumah in August 1962 and Janu‐

aligned politics” raises important questions (p.

ary 1964, and the growth of Nkrumah’s obsessive

xxvii). Most fundamentally, what did it mean to be

fear that the CIA was behind efforts to overthrow

non-aligned? Strikingly, though he argues that the

him. (We now know from Christopher Andrew

distinction between “aligned and uncommitted

and Vasili Mitrokhin that this suspicion of the CIA

states ... was cardinal to the Kennedy administra‐

was a result of a remarkably successful black pro‐

tion,” Rakove never explains how he defines the

paganda operation by the KGB.)[7]

“nonaligned world” of his title nor how the
Kennedy and Johnson administrations did (p.

Can such factors—and others, from the im‐

xxii). The U.S. government’s conception evidently

pact of the Sino-Soviet split to the global intellec‐

differed from that of participants in the first and

tual history of the concept of “neocolonialism”—

second conferences of non-aligned countries in

be incorporated more fully into the story of rela‐

1961 and 1964. Revealingly, Rakove notes that in

tions between non-aligned states and the United

approving U.S. assistance for the Volta River Dam

States in the 1960s? In some significant cases, in‐

project in 1961, Kennedy sought a commitment

cluding Egypt and Indonesia, governmental ar‐

from Nkrumah to “true” non-alignment (p. 179).

chives relating to this period remain inaccessible.

Thomas Noer concludes from his 1984 analysis of

But in others, including Algeria, Ghana, Yu‐

this episode (which Rakove cites but does not di‐

goslavia, and Zambia, scholars have recently been

rectly engage with) that “to most in the [Kennedy]

able to draw on state archives to analyze the for‐

administration there was an ‘acceptable’ form of

eign policies of these governments in this period.

Third World neutralism. This did not, however,

[8] In almost all cases, there is, in addition, a

include Nkrumah’s outspoken and sustained criti‐

wealth of contemporaneous newspaper coverage

cism of American foreign policy or his flirtations

and memoirs, among other sources. The shift

with socialism and the Soviet Union.”[10] Clearly,

Rakove identifies in relations between the United

Kennedy was more tolerant of some forms of non-

States and the postcolonial world during the

alignment than others, yet the lack of a definition

1960s is a striking and significant one. His own

of the “nonaligned world” makes this point some‐

U.S.-centric explanation for that transition pro‐

what difficult to discern in Rakove’s account.

vides an important framework for other scholars
now to situate (and evaluate) his account, as he

Asked to define “non-alignment” in the recent

suggests, “in a broader international history of

H-Diplo roundtable on his book, Rakove suggests

the 1960s” (p. xxvii).

linking it “to formal membership in the NonAligned Movement (NAM) and an avowedly un‐

One central feature of such future interna‐

committed stance in the Cold War.” Given the sec‐

tional histories will be the very concept of non-

ond qualification, Rakove notes that despite Fidel

alignment. Prompted by the recent “international

Castro’s “sincere” embrace of the NAM, he has a
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“hard

time

classifying

Cuba

as

truly

non‐

ideological agreement at the conference. Some

aligned.”[11] This is presumably why American

participants,

policy toward Cuba—a participant in both the

Norodom Sihanouk of Cambodia, did advance

1961 and 1964 non-aligned conferences and, one

forms of what would come to be known as non-

might imagine, a limit case for the argument that

alignment. But efforts to include commitment to

Kennedy’s policy toward the “nonaligned world”

“peaceful coexistence” in the ten principles adopt‐

was characterized by tolerance and engagement

ed by the conference were unsuccessful. The prin‐

rather than intervention—is omitted altogether

ciples ultimately included both “respect for the

from Rakove’s account. Like that of the American

right of each nation to defend itself singly or col‐

officials he studies, then, Rakove’s approach is in‐

lectively” (at the insistence of states including

formed by a belief in the idea of a “true” non-

Pakistan, a member of the South East Asia Treaty

alignment that can be distinguished from the self-

Organization [SEATO] and the Baghdad Pact, and

identified non-aligned status of the participants in

Turkey, a member of the North Atlantic Treaty Or‐

the 1961 and 1964 conferences. This is a very dif‐

ganization [NATO] and the Baghdad Pact) and “ab‐

ferent approach from that adopted by Peter Wil‐

stention from the use of arrangements of collec‐

lets in his 1978 study, The Non-Aligned Movement:

tive defence to serve the particular interests of

“it is not appropriate for observers from outside

any of the big powers” (at the insistence of Nass‐

to set their own definitions. Non-alignment is the

er). Subsequent statements by participants made

ideology put forward by the states that call them‐

clear that there was no agreement on how the

selves Non-Aligned. Cuba and Saudi Arabia are

contradiction was to be reconciled.[14]

Non-Aligned because they joined in forming the

including

Sukarno,

Nehru,

and

When Nasser and Tito decided in 1961 to call

ideology, chose to attend conferences, and were

the first conference of non-aligned states at Bel‐

accepted as members of the Movement by the oth‐

grade, they intended in part to head off Sukarno’s

er members.”[12]

efforts to call a second Asian-African conference.

“Non-alignment” was a moving target in the

Indonesian attempts to organize “Bandung II”

late 1950s and early 1960s, in terms of both mean‐

continued after 1961, strongly backed by China

ing and membership. Though Rakove suggests

and Pakistan (neither of which had been invited

that the Asian-African Conference at Bandung, In‐

to Belgrade). Indeed, drawing on American and

donesia, in 1955 marked the emergence of the

British embassy reporting, Rakove provides one

“phenomenon of organized nonalignment” (p. 7,

of the first archive-based accounts of the rivalry

see also pp. xx, 63), this widely heard claim has

between the parallel efforts in 1964 to organize

been repeatedly challenged by scholars over the

“Belgrade II” (a second conference of non-aligned

past five decades, most recently by Robert Vitalis

states, ultimately held in Cairo in October 1964)

in a spectacular myth-busting article. As Vitalis

and “Bandung II” (a second Asian-African confer‐

demonstrates, “the 1961 meeting of Non-Aligned

ence, eventually planned for Algiers in 1965, but

States and Heads of Governments [sic] was not a

ultimately never held). Although Sukarno’s deter‐

follow-up to Bandung or its extension. It was its

mination to promote Afro-Asian solidarity as an

rival.”[13] As Rakove does note, the twenty-nine

alternative to non-aligned solidarity was thus de‐

states represented at Bandung (all of the then-in‐

feated, he nevertheless had some success at Bel‐

dependent states in Asia and Africa, plus soon-to-

grade in his efforts to redefine non-alignment as

be-independent Sudan and Ghana, but excluding

primarily concerned with the battle against colo‐

Israel, the two Koreas, South Africa, the Soviet

nialism and neocolonialism.

Union, and Taiwan) included several states that
were outspokenly aligned, and there was little
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Long after the first non-aligned conference in

provision for regular future conferences (which is

Belgrade in 1961, then, the meaning of non-align‐

why there was a three-year gap between the first

ment remained contested and shifting. Much fur‐

and second non-aligned conferences and then a

ther research remains to be done on this issue,

six-year gap until the third). Indeed, though

but what is clear is that none of the leading advo‐

Nkrumah and others advocated the creation of an

cates of non-alignment understood it as simply

organized third bloc in the early 1960s, this was

the passive abstention from participation in Cold

rejected by other non-aligned leaders, most no‐

War alliances. Rather, their conceptions involved,

tably Nehru, who believed that blocs were the

with varying degrees of emphasis, such elements

problem, not the solution.

as activist promotion of international peace and

This, combined with the strikingly different

mediation of Cold War tensions; support for disar‐

composition of the participants in the 1961 and

mament; opposition to colonialism and, later, neo‐

1964 conferences, makes it complicated to refer,

colonialism; and concern about unequal econom‐

as Rakove frequently does, even to a lower-case

ic development. It was this fact that non-align‐

“nonaligned movement” in the early 1960s. The

ment always involved more than the word’s liter‐

number of full participants in the non-aligned

al meaning that led Willetts to predict correctly in

conferences increased from twenty-five at Bel‐

1978 that the end of the Cold War would not mean

grade to forty-six at Cairo. This was not only be‐

the end of non-alignment. U.S. Secretary of State

cause more states had won independence in the

Condoleezza Rice’s comment at the time of the

intervening three years. In 1961, the postcolonial

2006 Non-Aligned summit—she had “never quite

world was deeply divided, especially by the Congo

understood what it is they would be nonaligned

crisis. The final list of participants at Belgrade pri‐

against at this point. I mean, you know, the move‐

marily reflected the wishes of Nasser and Tito,

ment came out of the Cold War”—was, as Rakove

and excluded a significant number of non-bloc

has noted elsewhere, “a classic misreading of non‐

states in Africa and Asia. Within Africa, all of the

alignment.”[15]

more radical Casablanca Group of states attended,

Moreover, Rakove correctly points out that

but none of the more conservative Brazzaville

“only with hindsight can we say that the 1961 Bel‐

Group. Two Arab states, Jordan and Libya, were

grade Conference marked the emergence of the

excluded.[17] By 1964, however, the divisions of

NAM” (p. xiii), a point that is often missed, even

1961 had been, to some degree, overcome, espe‐

by the recent critics of the “Bandung-to-Belgrade”

cially as a consequence of the foundation of the

origin myth. (Vitalis, for instance, claims that an

Organisation of African Unity in May 1963 and the

“actually existing international organization, the

first Conference of Arab Heads of State in Cairo in

Non-Aligned Movement (or NAM), [was] founded

January 1964. Membership of either of these

in Belgrade in 1961.”[16]) The term “Non-Aligned

groupings was treated as an automatic qualifica‐

Movement” appears nowhere in the official docu‐

tion for participation at the Cairo Conference.

ments adopted by the 1961 Belgrade Conference

Did American policy toward Cameroon, the

or the 1964 Cairo Conference; the term gained

Central African Republic, Chad, Congo (Brazzav‐

common currency only in the 1970s. And it was

ille), Dahomey, Jordan, Liberia, Libya, Mauritania,

only from the third non-aligned conference in

Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, or Togo (all inde‐

Lusaka in 1970 that efforts began to institutional‐

pendent by 1961) change in any significant way

ize the incipient “movement.” The 1961 and 1964

because they participated in the Cairo Conference

conferences, in contrast, had created no organiza‐

of non-aligned states in 1964, despite not having

tional structure—no executive, spokesman, or

participated in the Belgrade Conference three

permanent secretariat—and they did not make
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years earlier? Presumably not. Indeed, Rakove

solidarity); the Casablanca, Brazzaville, and Mon‐

suggests, intriguingly, that after the 1961 Belgrade

rovia conferences of rival groupings of African

Conference there was “a gradual cessation of [U.S.

states in 1960-61; the founding meetings in

government] efforts to comprehend nonalign‐

Bangkok of the Association of Southeast Asia in

ment as an international phenomenon” and a

1961 and the Association of Southeast Asian Na‐

“shift to bilateral approaches” (pp. 63-64, 83). This

tions in 1967; the founding conference of the Or‐

leaves open the question, however, of to what ex‐

ganisation of African Unity in Addis Ababa in

tent bilateral American policy toward each of

1963; the Conference of Arab Heads of State in

these states was influenced by their participation

1964; and the various efforts to form an “Islamic

(or not) in non-aligned conferences, and to what

Pact” that culminated in the founding of the Or‐

extent it was shaped by the interactions in each

ganisation of the Islamic Conference in Rabat in

case of a range of other factors.[18] Those other

1969. The story becomes even more complex

factors might include, for instance, American

when we consider in addition the various non-

ideas about “neutralism” (the term, Rakove notes

governmental convocations and groupings in the

on H-Diplo, that American policymakers persisted

same period, such as the Afro-Asian Peoples’ Soli‐

in using), in its “true” and other variants; about

darity Organisation, founded in Cairo in 1957; the

race (the significance of which in American policy

All-African People’s Conferences of 1958, 1960,

in this period toward Africa has been explored by

and 1961; and the Tricontinental Conference in

Thomas Borstelmann, toward India by Andrew J.

Havana in 1966.

Rotter, and toward the Bandung Conference by

The writing of the history of most of these in‐

Matthew Jones);[19] about postcolonial national‐

ternational and transnational projects is in its in‐

ism (not an issue, of course, in the case of one of

fancy. The nature of the various projects, how

the leading non-aligned states, Yugoslavia); about

they related to each other, to the Cold War, and to

political and economic systems (both issues, Noer

the United States and other great powers; why
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